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!
Climate!change,!and!the!looming!threat!of!human!extinction,!are!grim!realities.!And!they!can!feel!very!

disempowering.!So!I!want!to!tell!you!about!what!the!young!people!are!doing.!

This!is!Greta!Thunberg,!a!Swedish!girl!whose!Twitter!bio!reads!�Sixteen-year-old!climate!activist!with!
Asperger.�!

!

This!past!August,!after!Sweden!like!the!rest!of!the!world!had!suffered!a!summer!of!hellish!heat!and!fire,!
Greta!decided!to!go!on!a!school!strike!to!try!to!compel!more!urgent!attention!to!the!problem.!Instead!of!

attending!classes,!she!started!keeping!a!vigil!on!the!steps!of!the!Parliament!building!in!Stockholm.!For!de-!

spite!its!efforts,!in!Sweden!as!in!the!US,!fossil!fuel!emissions!are!not!falling!but!rising.!She!made!signs!and!

sat!with!them!alone!on!a!bench,!rain!or!shine,!with!her!long!braids,!packed!lunch,!school!books,!and!stern!
determination.!She!did!this!every!day!during!school!hours!until!the!Swedish!elections!on!September!9.!

Then!she!returned!to!school!four!days!a!week,!striking!only!on!Fridays.!

She�s!explained,!�I!have!a!special!interest.!It�s!very!common!for!people!on!the!autism!spectrum!to!have!a!
special!interest�!My!parents,!of!course!they!think!that!I!should!go!to!school,!but!they!understand!why!I�m!
doing!this!and!they!can�t!stop!me.�!

In!time!the!BBC!spotted!her!and!did!a!story.!She!doesn't!mince!words!and!she's!fluent!in!English.!She!

became!famous.!

By!December,!she!was!so!famous!she!was!invited!to!speak!at!the!COP24!United!Nations!climate!change!

summit.!There!she!said,!�Until!you!start!focusing!on!what!needs!to!be!done!rather!than!what!is!politically!
possible,!there!is!no!hope.!We!can�t!solve!a!crisis!without!treating!it!as!a!crisis.�!

In!January!she!made!a!32-hour!train!trip!to!speak!at!the!World!Economic!Forum!at!Davos!(she!doesn't!eat!
meat,!and!she!doesn't!fly).!She!told!the!attendees,!"You!say!nothing!in!life!is!black!or!white.!But!that!is!a!

lie.!A!very!dangerous!lie.!Either!we!prevent!1.SC!of!warming!or!we!don't.!Either!we!avoid!setting!off!that!

irreversible!chain!reaction!beyond!human!control!or!we!don't.!Either!we!choose!to!go!on!as!a!civilization!

or!we!don�t.!That!is!as!black!or!white!as!it!gets.!There!are!no!grey!areas!when!it!comes!to!survival.�!



Greta�s!solitary!and!seemingly!hopeless!effort!has!caught!on!around!the!world.!

This!is!Alexandria!Villasenor.!She!is!13.!Every!Friday!she!strikes!in!front!of!the!UN!building!in!New!York.!

This!is!Nadia Nazar of Baltimore. She is 16, and a co-founder of Zero Hour, a youth-led organization for cli- 

mate justice. Zero Hour will be joining a worldwide student strike on March 15. 

 



This is Lilly Platt, of Zeist, Holland. Her special interest for several years has been plastic pollution and its 

threat to aquatic life. 

When she learned about Greta’s strike, she immediately began striking too. The two girls were invited to 

Brussels to attend a climate rally outside of the European Parliament. 
 

Lilly is 10. 



There are many more young activists like them. One of them, Varshini Prakash, I happen to know personally. 

She recently graduated from UMass Amherst, where she led the student divestment movement. 

Now she has co-founded the Sunrise Movement, which is partnering with Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez to 

promote the Green New Deal, to rapidly decarbonize our economy and create tens of millions of jobs -- a pro- 

gram designed to halt the climate crisis and fight poverty at the same time. It now has 95 Congressional support- 

ers including our own Sen. Ed Markey and six Democratic presidential candidates. 

And then there’s Extinction Rebellion, the climate protest movement that has been organizing acts of massive 



civil disobedience throughout Europe since September. They take Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Occupy as their templates. They have blocked the major bridges of London, organized 7-minute “swarming” 

road-blocks in countries throughout the world, and are now planning events in 27 other countries including 

Ireland, Australia, Canada, France, Sweden, Germany, Colombia, New Zealand, and the US. 

This is their January 27 die-in at Rockefeller Center, when they shut down Rockefeller Plaza. 
 

 
Two days ago, the school strikes Greta Thunberg began alone were joined worldwide by students in the UK, the 

US, Australia, and many other countries. 



Greta has said, "I want you to act as if the house is on fire. Because it is." 

When we despair of our ability to mitigate the unfolding disaster, when we feel incapable of helping, let us bear 

in mind that under conditions of emergency, humans are heroic. We rush into burning buildings to save total 

strangers. 

Greta has said, “Adults keep saying: ‘We owe it to the young people to give them hope.’ But I don’t want your 

hope. I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to feel the fear I feel every day. And then I 

want you to act.” 

Children are rushing into our burning building. We can’t let them do this alone. 
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